
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Directions. 

From the A38 south and the A50  

On the A38 travelling north (towards Derby), pass the junction with the A50 (by Toyota 
Factory) and continue to the next junction, shortly after, signposted Mickleover, Littleover 
and Findern. 

At the roundabout, take the 3rd exit, to the A5250 signposted Mickleover and Littleover.  
Continue on this road going straight on at traffic lights and two small roundabouts, past a 
school on the left and up the hill to a larger roundabout. 

Take the 2nd exit at this roundabout (straight on) and continue to the shopping area in 
Littleover.  Here you will see a Jet petrol station on the right hand side [see photo 1] and the 
Co-op store just beyond it.  Just past the Co-op carpark (green sign), and on the same side, 
is the driveway to the Grange [photo 2].  It is immediately before pedestrian lights. 

The entrance to the driveway is very narrow and not easily seen, but there will be 
CEMRIAC signs posted at the entrance. 

Turn right into the driveway.    It is narrow with bends, so take care.   Go past the 
Banqueting Suite building to the carpark, which is to the left of the building. 
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From Derby Ring Road  A5111 : 

From north or south, turn off the A5111 Ring Road at the traffic lights at the top of a hill, to 
the A5250 signposted for Littleover.  There is a filter-right lane when approaching from the 
north, just after a left and right bend going uphill. 

A very short distance along the A5250, just past South Avenue on the left and immediately 
after pedestrian lights, is the entrance to the driveway to the Grange on the left.    

The entrance to the driveway is narrow and not easily seen, but there will be CEMRIAC 
signs posted at the entrance.  Turn left into the driveway.  It is narrow with bends, so take 
care.  Go past the Banqueting Suite building to the carpark, which is to the left of the 
building. 

 
* For SatNav use, do NOT use the Postcode given on the Grange website, as  

it does not direct you to the driveway.  The best Postcode to use for SatNav  is the one for 
the Post Office, which is opposite the entrance to the driveway, and that is  DE23 6FN. 
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